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Following is a paper describing the phonological features of the Fuyug [fu’jug] 
language of the Central Province of Papua New Guinea. Data for this paper was 
collected by the author in the Goilala District, mainly in the Woitape Sub-District, 
between 1988 and 1995. Areas covered include phonemic descriptions, with 
distributions, and contrasts as well as suprasegmentals, including stress and intonation; 
also syllable patterns and morphophonemic alternations. There is also a short discussion 
on loan words and their incorporation into the Fuyug language, especially in regard to 
orthographic conventions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Fuyug [fu’jug]1  language is spoken in the Owen Stanley Mountains of Central Province, where it 

borders Oro Province, at approximately 100 kilometres to the north of Port Moresby, the capital of Papua 
New Guinea. It is bounded by the Tauade language group to the north, Kuni to the west, Mt. Koiari to the 
south and an uninhabited area to the northeast in Oro Province. There are approximately 18,000 speakers. 
Fuyug is a Papuan language; a member of the Goilalan family, Eastern New Guinea Stock. Other 
languages in the family include Biangai, Kunimaipa, Tauade, and Weri. 

The changes between this present paper and the Organised Phonology Data paper (Bradshaw, 1991), 
which was  based on the Central Udab dialect, are due in large part to dialect differences,  but also I hope 
to a better understanding of the Fuyug language. The Grammar Essentials paper (Bradshaw, 1992) as well 
describes the Fuyug language according to the Central Udab dialect. The author is presently working in a 
different area of the language group, (i.e., North/South Udab dialect).  I hope this gives a more accurate 
description of the language even though it is quite different from the previous papers. See Bradshaw 1994 
for more on dialect differences. As well I have updated the Organised Phonology Data paper (Bradshaw, 
1996) as it described the phonology in the Central Udab dialect. See bibliography for details. 

2. PHONEMES 

2.1 Work charts 
In Tables 1 and 2  below are the work charts listing all  phones found in the language, with the circles 

for all phonemes as required in the linguistic section detailed requirements: 

 
  Labial Coronal Velar 

Obstruents     
voiceless unaspirated p t k 

 aspirated ph th kh 
voiced  b d g 

Fricatives voiceless f s2  
 voiced v   

Nasals  m n η 
Semivowels  w j  

Flap   r  
Liquid   l  

Table 1: Fuyug Consonant Work Chart 
 

                                                           
1 IPA transcription will be used throughout this paper. 
2 In the Organised Phonology Paper I posited the voiced counterpart [z]; but after further investigation I do 
not believe that it occurs in the language. 
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 Front Back 

High   
  oral i u 
  nasal í ú 
Mid   
  oral ε o 
  nasal é ó 
Low   
  oral  a 
  nasal  á 

Table 2: Fuyug Vowel Work Chart 

2.2 Description 
There are 14 consonants at three points of articulation (labial, coronal, and velar) and 5 vowels as 

seen  in Tables 3 and 4  below: 
 

  Labial Coronal Velar 
Obstruents     

 voiceless p [p ph] t [t th] k [ k kh] 
 voiced b [b] d [d] g [g] 

Fricatives     
 voiceless f [f] s [s]  
 voiced v [v]   

Nasals  m [m] n [n η]  
Semivowels  w [w] j [j]  

Liquid   l [l r]  

Table 3: Fuyug Consonant Phonemes 
 

 Front Back 
High i [i í] u [u ú] 
Mid ε [ε é]3 o [o ó] 
Low   a [a á] 

Table 4: Fuyug Vowel Phonemes 

2.3 Distribution 
The voiceless obstruents are aspirated word finally and before the high front vowel. The aspirated 

allophones are considered as units as [h] only occurs word initially and then only in the Central Udab and 
West dialects (See Bradshaw, 1994 for further discussion on dialects). 
 
 1) /p, t, k/      --->     [ph, th, kh]/_____#, _____i 
                               [p, t, k]/_____ 

                                                           
3 Note that throughout the rest of the paper /ε/ will be written as /e/ to simplify its representation. 
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/p/4   /kapap/   [ka’paph]   ‘lame’ 
   /apud/   [a’pud]    ‘beginning’ 
   /aputi/   [a’puthi]    ‘man’s name’  
 
/t/   /tudul/   [tu’dul]    ‘breeze’ 
   /fidanti/   [fi’dánthi]   ‘quickly’ 
   /batan/   [ba’tán]    ‘pumpkin’ 
   /etela/   [e’tela]    ‘come up’ 
   /endanti/  [én’dánthi]   ‘outside’ 
 
/k/   /kosab/   [ko’sab]    ‘shoulder’ 
   /ejak/   [e’jakh]    ‘return’ 
   /ukas/   [u’kas]    ‘many’ 
   /oki/   [’okhi]    ‘fire’ 
   /ekene/   [’ekhénei ]   ‘divide’ 
 
/b/   /busal/   [bu’sal]    ‘far’ 
   /nemb/   [’némb]    ‘bird’ 
   /ingebed/  [’íηgebeid]   ‘lizard’ 
   /amb/   [’ámb]    ‘banana’ 
 
/d/   /da/    [’da]    ‘we two’ 
   /ded/   [’deid]    ‘later’ 
   /amede/   [’ámedei ]   ‘chief’ 
   /odel/   [o’deil]    ‘where’ 
   /fundud/   [fún’dud]   ‘stomach’ 
 
/g/   /gen/   [’géin]    ‘old’ 
   /sog/   [’sog]    ‘leg’ 
   /bagof/   [ba’gof]    ‘cover’ 
   /gaga/   [ga’ga]    ‘red’ 
   /sungulum/  [’súηgulúm]   ‘fly’ 
 
/f/   /falal/   [fa’lal]    ‘wing’ 
   /sosof/   [so’sof]    ‘hammock’ 
   /kufili/   [ku’fili] ~ [ku’firi] ‘root’ 
   /ifen/   [’iféin]    ‘good’ 
 
/s/   /sog/   [’sog]    ‘leg’ 
   /es/    [’eis]    ‘child’ 
   /asesen/   [’aseséin]   ‘tongue’ 
   /isis/   [i’sis]    ‘ant’ 
 
/v/   /vasan/   [va’sán]    ‘cassowary’ 
   /ev/    [’eiv]    ‘day’ 
   /tavon/   [ta’vón]    ‘again’ 
   /saval/   [sa’val]    ‘mushroom’ 

                                                           
4 The occurrences of the voiceless labial obstruent /p/ are very limited. 
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/m/   /menan/   [mé’nán]   ‘older brother’ 
   /kum/   [’kúm]    ‘mountain’ 
   /aman/   [á’mán]    ‘salt’ 
   /ombon/   [óm’bón]   ‘flower’ 
   /amede/   [’ámedei ]   ‘chief’ 
   /amb/   [’ámb]    ‘banana’ 

 

The coronal nasal assimilates to the point of articulation of the following velar consonant. The nasal + 
obstruent  consonant clusters [mb] [nd] and [ηg] are always sequences as they never occur as the onset of a 
syllable and only occur across syllable boundaries or finally within a syllable. 

 
 2) /n/ ---> [η]/_____ C 
             [+ velar] 
                      [n]/_____ 
 
   /na/    [’na]    ‘I’  
   /ban/   [’bán]    ‘back’ 
   /nuni/   [’núni]    ‘you-EMP’ 
   /indif/   [ín’dif]    ‘knife’ 
   /inamada/  [í’námada]   ‘heavy’ 
   /jangos/   [jáη’gos]    ‘rain’ 
 
/w/   /wabu/   [’wabu]    ‘woman’s name’ 
   /babwe/   [bab’wei ]   ‘orange’5 
   /suwi/   [su’wi]    ‘rat’ 
   /ewut/   [e’wuth]    ‘tobacco’ 
   /owal/   [o’wal]    ‘here’ 
   /uwan/   [u’wán]    ‘not’ 
 
/j/   /jalo/   [ja’lo]    ‘food’ 
   /ja/    [’ja]    ‘you two’ 
   /je/    [’jei ]    ‘get’ 
   /ji/    [’ji]     ‘you plural’ 
   /jol/    [’jol]    ‘up there’ 
   /ju/    [’ju]    ‘water’ 
   /foj/    [’foj]    ‘ashes’ 
   /ajag/   [a’jag]    ‘grandfather’ 
   /ejag/   [e’jag]    ‘laugh’ 
   /ijal/   [i’jal]    ‘hand’ 
   /ojev/   [o’jeiv]    ‘cabbage leaf tree’ 
   /fujug/   [fu’jug]    ‘Fuyug’ 

                                                           
5  There is no labialisation occurring here, there is a syllable break between [b] and [w]. 
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The liquid freely fluctuates between the lateral and the flap in all environments: 
 
 3) /l/ --> [l] ~ [r]/_____ 
 
   /lilin/   [li’lín] ~ [ri’rín]  ‘descend’  
   /amul/   [á’mul] ~ [á’mur]  ‘woman’  
   /akolog/   [’akolog] ~ [’akorog] ‘now’  
   /tele/   [te’lei ] ~ [te’rei ]  ‘come’  
 
 
/i/   /is/    [’is]     ‘space’ 
   /ji/    [’ji]     ‘you plural’ 
   /sisiban/   [si’sibán]   ‘knowledge’ 
   /kis/    [’kis]    ‘teacher’ 

The mid front vowel is realized as the glide [ei ] word finally, and before a word final consonant: 

 
 4) /e/ --> [ei ]/_____(C)# 
                    [e]/_____ 
 
   /es/    [’eis]    ‘child’ 
   /je/    [’jei ]    ‘get’ 
   /afomeme/  [a’fómémei ]   ‘waiting’ 
   /kes/   [’keis]    ‘betel nut’ 
   /babwe/   [bab’wei ]   ‘orange’ 
    /ode/   [o’dei ]    ‘where’ 
    /el/    [’ eil]    ‘bamboo’ 
   /ateg/   [a’teig]    ‘truth’ 
  
/u/   /ul/    [’ul] ~ [’ur]   ‘his’ 
   /ju/    [’ju]    ‘water’ 
   /tudul/   [tu’dul]    ‘breeze’ 
 
/o/   /ol/    [’ol] ~ [’or]   ‘firewood’ 
   /jo/    [’jo]     ‘stone’ 
   /kobole/   [’kobolei ]   ‘naked’ 
   /kowet/   [ko’weith]   ‘stick’ 
   /suwog/   [su’wog]    ‘pig barn’ 
 
/a/   /asesen/   [’aseséin]   ‘tongue’ 
   /na/    [’na]    ‘I’ 
   /dalada/   [’dalada]   ‘broken’ 
   /ajag/   [a’jag]    ‘grandfather’ 
   /fuwa/   [fu’wa]    ‘crocodile’ 

 

Vowels are nasalized before nasal consonants and remain oral elsewhere. There are no univalent 
VCCC patterns. 
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 5) V --> [+ nasal]/_____   C 
     [+  nasal] 
 
   /in/    [’ín]     ‘pandanus’ 
   /is/    [’is]     ‘space’ 
   /em/    [’éim]    ‘house’ 
   /eb/    [’ei b]    ‘brother-in-law’ 
   /an/    [’án]    ‘man’ 
   /ad/    [’ad]    ‘hit’ 
   /on/    [’ón]    ‘moon’ 
   /od/    [’od]    ‘skin’ 
   /ung/   [’úηg]    ‘nose’ 
   /ud/    [’ud]    ‘lip’ 

Table 5 below shows  the distribution of the phonemes according to the various syllable types (See 4. 
Syllables below for syllable types): 
 

 V VC VCC CV CVC CVCC 
p           

  
t             
k            

  
b             
d             
g             
f         
s         ,  
v         
w       
j         
m           
n           
l          
i          
e          
u          
o          
a          

Table 5: Fuyug Syllablic Phoneme Distribution 

The obstruents do not occur before another consonant; and when they occur after a consonant it is 
always after a nasal. The fricatives never occur adjacent to a consonant except /s/ in /to’bols/ ‘flat’. The 
labial semivowel /w/ never occurs word finally. 

In the Organised Phonology Paper (Bradshaw, 1991) I posited 45 consonant clusters, but after further 
investigation I have reduced the number to 9. In Bradshaw 1991 I discussed various vowel sequences, but 
they  do not appear to occur in the language except in borrowed words6. It appears that most consonant 
clusters involve the nasals or across syllable boundaries or in borrowed words such as [sa’trod] ‘Saturday’, 

                                                           
6 The plural morpheme -ing ‘pl.’ does not occur next to vowels such as *i-ing ‘tree-pl.’. This plural 
morpheme seems to have very limited distribution; that is, it is very rarely used and may in fact only be 
used with certain nouns. 
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[a’klokh] ‘o’clock’, [’agrikulth] ‘agriculture’, [mak’nikh] ‘mechanics’, etc. Below are examples for each of 
the consonant clusters: 
 
*bk     /ambkes/  [ámb’keis]   ‘praying mantis’ 
*dm   /admis/   [ad’mis]    ‘molasses grass’ 
   mb  /ambide/   [’ámbidei ]   ‘door’ 
   /mambub/  [mám’bub]   ‘cold’ 
   nt         /fidanti/   [fi’dánthi]   ‘quickly’ 
   nk         /enkene/   [’éηkénei ]   ‘divide’ 
   nd         /and/   [’ánd]    ‘thing’ 
         /andal/   [án’dal]    ‘what’ 
   ng   /meng/   [’méηg]    ‘spell’ 
         /ange/   [áη’gei]    ‘stay’ 
*ns   /bonsame/  [’bónsámei ]   ‘caress’ 
   ls   /tobols/     [to’bols]    ‘flat’ 

* Occurring across a syllable boundary. 

3. SUPRASEGMENTALS 

3.1 Stress 
Stress is predictable. It occurs on the ultimate syllable in two syllable words (before affixation) and 

on the antepenultimate in three and four syllable words (before affixation); therefore it need not be written. 
Affixation does not move when stress. 
 
    ’S  [’g-ei]   /ge/     ‘go-SEP’ 
  S’S  [a’lím]   /alim/    ‘yesterday’ 
    ’SSS [’súηgulúm]  /sungulum/   ‘fly’ 
     S’SSS [e’levala]  /elevala/    ‘place name’ 

3.2 Intonation 
Intonation patterns are as follows: 

3.2.1 Statements 

Simple statements (declarative) have low pitch at the end: 
 

6)  Di      ge   dil          enti         engadi. 
  di      ge       di-l          em-ti       en-g-a-di  

1p     PERF  1p-GEN  house-in  up-go-IMM-IRR 
‘We will go up to our house.’ 

3.2.2 Incomplete sentences 

An incomplete sentence has high pitch in the middle: 
 
 7) Uni         ge        anang    eta, . . . 
  u-ni         ge        anang     et-a 

3s-EMP   PERF TRANS  say-IMM 
‘He told, . . .’ 
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3.2.3 Interrogation 

Interrogation, expectation of (impending) reply and rhetorical questions have pitch rising at the end: 
 
 8) Nu ge       alen                           a? 
  nu  ge       al-e-n                     a 

2s  PERF hear-SEP-INTERR   INTERR 
‘Did you hear (understand)?’ 

3.2.4 Emotions 

Anger, disgust, scolding, and excitement are signaled by raising the voice: 
 
 9) Nul         ovol  ge       nal           jalo  ant    alu  na. 
  nu-l         ovol  ge       na-l          jalo  and    alu  n  -a 

2s -GEN pig    PERF 1s -GEN food  thing  all    eat-IMM 
‘Your pig ate all of my food!’ 

3.2.5 Listing 

Listing and suspense have a fairly even pitch: 
 
 10) Na ge       kupe             ala,  batan       ala,  mund ala,  teb 
  na  ge       kupe             ala    batan       ala    mund  ala    teb 

1s  PERF sweet potato and   pumpkin  and  taro     and   sugar cane 
 
  ala, bulid         fili. 
  ala   bulid         fil     -i 
  and  cucumber plant-VERBALISER 

‘I plant sweet potato and pumpkin and taro and sugar cane 
and cucumber.’ 

3.2.6 Calling 

A distant call has stair-step raising high pitch, ending in a falling to low pitch: 
 
 11) Fufuk ada         jo! 
  fufuk ad-a         jo 

quick hit -IMM call 
‘Hurry up!’ 

4. SYLLABLES 
The following syllable types occur in the language: 
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V   [’i]   /i/     ‘tree’ 
 VC   [’án]  /an/     ‘man’ 
 VCC  [’ámb]  /amb/    ‘banana’ 
 
     CV   [’da]  /da/     ‘we two’ 
     CVC   [’bán]  /ban/    ‘back’ 
     CVCC  [’némb]  /nemb/    ‘bird’ 

 

Univalent syllables are divided as follows: 
 
 CV.CVC [fu’ful]  /fuful/    ‘pain’ 
     CVC.CVC [jáη’gos] /jangos/    ‘rain’ 
 

Most words are monosyllabic. Two, three, and four syllable words are of the forms shown below (see 
3.1 Stress for stress placement): 

4.1 One syllable 
 
V    [’i]    /i/    ‘tree’ 
VC              [’if]    /if/    ‘name’ 
VCC             [’úηg]   /ung/   ‘nose’ 
 
CV              [’tu]   /tu/    ‘they two’ 
CVC             [’tei b]   /teb/   ‘sugar cane’ 
CVCC            [’múnd]   /mund/   ‘taro’ 
 

4.2 Two syllables 
 
V.CV             [a’lei]   /ale/   ‘husband’ 
V.CVC            [i’did]   /idid/   ‘shadow’ 
V.CVCC          [é’námb]  /enamb/   ‘road’ 
 
VC.CVC          [ím’bad]   /imbad/   ‘cuscus’ 
 
CV.CV              [te’la]   /tela/   ‘come’ 
CV.CVC            [tí’nám]   /tinam/   ‘soot’ 
CV.CVCC        [gá’níηg]  /ganing/   ‘waist’ 
 
CVC.CV  [bab’wei ]  /babwe/   ‘orange’ 
CVC.CVC        [fún’dud]  /fundud/   ‘stomach’ 
 

4.3 Three syllables 
 
V.CV.CV            [’ámija]   /amija/   ‘knee’ 
V.CV.CVC         [’obesei b]  /obeseb/   ‘that there close’ 
 
VC.CV.CV  [’índela]   /indela/   ‘come out’ 
VC.CV.CVC        [’úmbubud]  /umbubud/  ‘wet’ 
 
VC.CVC.CV    [én’dánthi]  /endanti/  ‘outside’ 
 
CV.CV.CV       [’támata]  /tamata/   ‘molasses grass’ 
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CV.CV.CVC        [ka’gaván]  /kagavan/  ‘strong’ 
 
CV.CVC.CVC [’susíηgán]  /susingan/  ‘under’ 
 
CVC.CV.CVC     [’súηgulúm]  /sungulum/  ‘fly’ 
 
CVC.CVC.CV     [’jámbámbu]  /jambambu/  ‘earthquake’ 
 

4.4 Four syllables 
 
V.CV.CV.CV       [o’delavei ]  /odelave/  ‘how many’ 
 
CV.CV.CV.CV    [va’gadedei ]  /vagadede/  ‘counting’ 

4.5 Other syllable considerations 
4.5.1 Semivowels 

The semivowels /w/ and /j/ pattern as other consonants. [jV] and [wV] are sequences as they are 
similar to non-suspect CV syllables, and there are no vowel sequences in the language except in borrowed 
words. There are no contrasts between semivowels ([w] [j]) and the high vowels ([i] [u]) as they occur in 
different slots, i.e., consonant and vowel respectively. Following are one, two and three syllable examples: 

4.5.1.1 One Syllable 
 
VC    [’aj]   /aj/    ‘look for’ 
 
CV    [’ji]    /ji/    ‘you plural’ 
CVC   [’jol]   /jol/    ‘up there’ 
    [’foj]   /foj/    ‘ashes’ 

4.5.1.2 Two Syllables 
 
V.CVC   [e’jag]   /ejag/   ‘laugh’ 
    [e’wut h]   /ewut/   ‘tobacco’ 
 
CV.CVC  [fu’jug]   /fujug/   ‘Fuyug’ 
    [su’wog]   /suwog/   ‘pig barn’ 
CV.CVCC  [ko’wínd]  /kowind/   ‘wasp’ 
 
CVC.CV  [bab’wei ]  /babwe/   ‘orange’ 
CVC.CVC  [jáη’gos]  /jangos/   ‘rain’ 

4.5.1.3 Three Syllables 
 
V.CV.CV  [u’wathi]   /uwati/   ‘in the heart’ 
 
CVC.CVC.CV [’jámbámbu]  /jambambu/  ‘earthquake’ 
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4.5.2 Syllable structure in morpheme constructions 

Morpheme constructions do not alter syllable patterns (nor stress placement as noted in 3.1 Stress 
above). 
 [’úηg] /ung/ ‘nose’  > [’úηg+iti]  /ung+iti/ 7 ‘first (nose-to)’ 
 [’tu] /tu/  ‘they two’ > [’tu+ni]   /tu+ni/  ‘they two-EMP’ 
 [’múnd] /mund/ ‘taro’  > [’múnd+íηg]  /mund+ing/ ‘taro-PL’ 
 [i’da] /ida/ ‘cut’  > [i’da+di]  /ida+di/  ‘cut-IRR’ 
 [a’fóm] /afom/ ‘wait’  > [a’fóm+émei ] /afom+eme/ ‘wait-CONT’ 

4.5.3 Vowel sequences 

Vowel sequences only occur with borrowed words as seen below: 
 12) Es     kavakava-i. (<Motu) 

child crazy-VERBALISER 
‘The children are crazy.’ 

5. MORPHOPHONEMICS 
Following are the morphophonemic alternations in the language: 

5.1 Assimilation 
The labial nasal /m/ becomes the coronal /n/ before the voiceless coronal obstruent /t/ at a morpheme 

boundary: 
 
 13) C  +C 
               [+ labial] --> [+ coronal]/_______[+ coronal] 
 
   /im+ti/    = [’ínthi]   ‘in the eye (eye-to)’ 
   /em+ti/    = [’énthi]   ‘at  the house (house-to)’ 
   /em+dam+ti/  = [én’dánthi]  ‘outside (house-out-to)’ 

5.2 Consonant Cluster Simplification 
The liquid /l/ is deleted when it comes before the voiceless coronal obstruent /t/ at a morpheme 

boundary: 
 
 14) C              +C 
  [+ liquid] --> 0 /_______[+ coronal] 
 
   /bul+ti/   = [’buthi]   ‘to the land (land-to)’ 
   /uwal+ti/  = [u’wathi]   ‘in the heart (heart-to)’ 
   /ombol+ti/  = [óm’bothi]  ‘in the stomach (stomach-to)’ 
   /al+ti/   = [’athi]   ‘at the head (head-to)’ 

5.3 Consonant Devoicing 
The voiced obstruents /b, d, g/ are devoiced (and then subsequently aspirated) when they are followed 

by a vowel or a voiceless consonant at a word boundary: 

                                                           
7 -iti is actually the morpheme -ti ‘to’ after 5.4 Epenthesis. 
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 15)      C 
         [+ voiced] --> [- voiced]/_______##V 
         [+ back  ]8                 /_______##C 
                                [- voiced]  
 
   /and alu/  = [’ánth  a’lu]  ‘all things’ 
   /enamb fidan/ = [é’námph  fi’dán] ‘one road’ 

5.4 Epenthesis 
The high front vowel /i/ is inserted between two consonants which make up a morpheme boundary, 

the first of which must not be a nasal or a liquid except for borrowed words (i.e., as in 5.1 Assimilation 
above). This also applies to borrowed words (e.g., spun ---> sipun), to break up consonant clusters. 
 

 16) 0         -->         V              /C_____+C 

     [ + high]      [- nasal] 
                 [ - back] 
 
   /alund+ti/ = [a’lúndithi]   ‘in the garden (garden-to)’ 
   /ok+ti/   = [’okhithi]    ‘in the fire (fire-to)’ 
   /skul+ti/  = [si’khulithi]   ‘at school (school-to)’ 

Note that 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4 seem to occur only with the morpheme -ti ‘to’. 

6. LOAN  WORDS 
Loan words are readily incorporated into the language. Borrowed words follow the original language 

stress pattern.9  Often spelling of loan words follows the spelling in the original language, which can create 
a lot of confusion as Steinkraus and Pence (1964:8-9) point out: 

Even in the most recent M.S.C. [Missionaries of the Sacred Heart] publications in 
Fuyuge, the symbol “j” has been used for the sound that in English is symbolized “y”. This 
can only lead to confusion when Fuyuges who are literate in their own language attempt to 
learn to read English. It is recommended that all future materials use “y”. 

In addition, both “l” and “r” have been symbolized when they are merely fluctuant members 
of one phoneme. It is recommended therefore that only one of these symbols be used to 
represent the phoneme. 

In certain publications a considerable number of words have been introduced into the language 
from Latin and English. Rather than being accommodated in spelling to Fuyuge orthography 
they are given in traditional English or Latin spellings. Thus, symbols which would not 
normally occur in the orthography have been added (c, h, x, w). Also ambiguous and 
redundant combinations of letters are made to occur in such words as “pascha”, “feast”, 
“peccate”, “assumption”, “ecclesia”, and many others, without any indication (italics, etc.) that 
a foreign spelling is used. 

It is acknowledged that familiarity with all English symbols is a step toward literacy in 
English for the Fuyuge people. However, the manner in which these symbols have been used 
is open to serious criticism as ambiguous and misleading. 

                                                           
8 Here is a case of rule ordering in which the voiceless obstruent is aspirated after it has been devoiced. 
(See 2.3 Distribution, No. 1). 
9 e.g., [‘deov]  /deov/ ‘God’ (<Latin) 
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While their recommendations are very valid, they have not been heeded. As we see here there are 
some problems when introducing letters that are not found in the language such as x, c and j. The 
consensus seems to be to spell them as closely to the Fuyug sound system as possible and then like the 
source language if necessary. An example is John. There is no [dz] <j> in the language, but <j> is still used 
[’dzán] <Jon> ‘John’. Others to note are [?] and [Λ ], [?Λ’?Λ ] ‘Uh Uh (no)’, and [ts] [’tsilíma] ‘Silim.’10 

Verbs are formulated by adding -i as with other Fuyug words. Below are some example sentences 
using borrowed words (they are all written in the proposed orthography): 
 
 17) Pelen     launi. (<ENGLISH) 
  pelen     laun  -i 

airplane round-VERBALISER 
‘The airplane circles (before landing).’ 

 
 18) Di dominikiti   mis   aladi. (<LATIN) 
  di  dominik-ti  mis    al    -a      -di 

1p Sunday-in  Mass hear-IMM-IRR 
‘On Sunday we will hear Mass.’ 

 
 19) Di tu    aklokiti      erstripiti   ge         bole      fek hade. (<ENGLISH) 
  di   tu   aklok    -ti  erstrip -ti  g  -e      bole      fek  had -e 

1p two o’clock-in  airstrip-in go-SEP COMP turn hit-SEP 
‘At two o’clock we went up to the airstrip and then came back.’ 

 
 20) Akolog Vali endam        buluma. (<ENGLISH) 
  akolog Vali  em     -dam bulum-a 

now     Vali  house-out   broom-IMM 
‘Now Vali sweeps outside.’ 

 
 21) Robert ge       rabes    melek  hul          tul           anda         me (<ENGLISH) 
  Robert  ge       rabes     melek  hu  -l       tu-l         and -a        m -e 

Robert  PERF rubbish  plate   3s-GEN  on-ANC stay-IMM  put-SEP 
 
  bole     yoval  gege                 mali . . . 
  bole     yoval  g -e     -RDP     mali 
  COMP two    go-SEP-CONT SIM 

‘Robert put rubbish on the plate and took two . . .’ 
 
 22) Siksti     ma! (<TOK PISIN) 
  siksti     m  -a 
  quickly put-IMM 

‘Put it quickly!’ 

                                                           
10 Note, this is a local place name which the Roman Catholic priests have changed to ‘Chirima’, which is 
not the usual pronunciation of the people. The people say it this way to an outsider. They usually 
pronounce it [si’lím]. 
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 23) Es      kavakavai. (<MOTU) 
  es      kavakava-i 

child  crazy -VERBALISER 
‘The children are crazy.’ 

 
 24) Na wik   yoval hul         baban Morsbi          gadi. (<ENGLISH) 
  na wik   yoval hu-l         baban Morsbi           g -a       -di 

1s week two    3-s-GEN back   Port.Moresby go-IMM-IRR 
 ‘After  two weeks I will go to Port Moresby.’ 

 
 25) Akolog enden Mand. (<ENGLISH) 
  now      also    Monday 

‘Today is Monday.’ 

7. DISCUSSION 
I have used <y> in the orthography rather than <j> as the Roman Catholic Church has used. This is to 

minimize confusion; also it is more acceptable to the people. It is only the expatriate Roman Catholic 
priests who prefer the <j>. However  <j> is used for borrowed words as noted in 6. Loan Words above. 
As there are no difficult phonemic symbols in the language the orthography should be straight forward. 
Even though there is only one phoneme for the liquid /l/, <r> is used in borrowed words to aid in transition 
to outside languages such as English and Motu. It would be good to investigate further fast speech 
phenomenon as they are often confusing as to what is really happening in the language. I feel that the 
semivowels /w/ and /j/ must be interpreted as single consonants.  They are interpreted as such in Biangai 
(Dubert, 1992) and Weri (Boxwell, 1992). 
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9. APPENDIX 

9.1 List of abbreviations used 
Following are the abbreviations used in the example sentences. For a more detailed explanation of 

these terms see Bradshaw (1992). 
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 1p   first person plural 
 1s   first person singular 
 3s   third person singular 
 ANC  anchored 
 COMP  completive 
 CONT  continuative 
 EMP  emphatic 
 FUT.SIM future simultaneous 
 GEN  genitive 
 IMM  immediate 
 INTERR interrogative 
 IRR   irrealis 
 PERF  perfective 
 PL   plural 
 RDP  reduplication 
 SEP   separate 
 SIM   simulfactive 
 TRANS  transitive 

9.2 Contrast sets for suspect pairs 
Following are contrast sets for suspect pairs: 

[ph] [b]:  /silip/   [si’liph]    ‘palm’ 
   /sisiban/   [si’siban]   ‘knowledge’ 
 
   /kapap/   [ka’paph]   ‘lame’ 
   /kambab/  [kám’bab]   ‘bottle’ 
 
[ph] [f]:  /pilip/   [pi’liph]    ‘shorts’ 
   /tilif/   [ti’lif]    ‘fairy wren’ 
 
[ph] [v]:  /kapap/   [ka’paph]   ‘lame’ 
   /vatav/   [va’tav]    ‘garden path’ 
  
[p] [b]:  /apud/   [a’pud]    ‘beginning’ 
   /abel/   [a’beil]    ‘here’ 
 
[p] [f]:  /pale/   [pa’lei ]    ‘canvas’ 
   /fal/    [’fal]    ‘ground’ 
 
[p] [v]:  /pale/   [pa’lei ]    ‘canvas’ 
   /val/   [’val]    ‘back here’ 
 
   /apa/   [’apa]    ‘enough’ 
   /aval/   [a’val]    ‘rib’ 
 
[p] [w]:  /apud/   [a’pud]    ‘beginning’ 
   /ewut/   [e’wuth]    ‘tobacco’ 
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[b] [f]:  /ban/   [’bán]    ‘back’ 
   /fan/   [’fán]    ‘place name’ 
 
   /bom/   [’bóm]    ‘fern’ 
   /fom/   [’fóm]    ‘light (weight)’ 
 
   /bola/   [bo’la]    ‘leave’ 
   /falal/   [fa’lal]    ‘wing’ 
 
   /goban/   [go’bán]    ‘mouth’ 
   /gufal/   [gu’fal]    ‘pandanus leaf’ 
 
   /tidib/   [ti’dib]    ‘ancestor’ 
   /tilif/   [ti’lif]    ‘fairy wren’ 
 
   /seb/   [’sei b]    ‘betel pepper vine’ 
   /sif/    [’sif]    ‘croton’ 
 
[b] [v]:  /ban/   [’bán]    ‘back’ 
   /van/   [’ván]    ‘this here’ 
 
   /batan/   [ba’tán]    ‘pumpkin’ 
   /vatav/   [va’tav]    ‘garden path’ 
 
   /obel/   [o’beil]    ‘there’ 
   /ovela/   [’ovela]    ‘afternoon’ 
 
   /tobol/   [to’bol]    ‘flat’ 
   /tovol/   [to’vol]    ‘woman’s name’ 
 
[b] [w]:  /ban/   [’bán]    ‘back’ 
   /wabu/   [’wabu]    ‘woman’s name’ 
 
[f] [v]:  /fom/   [’fóm]    ‘light (weight)’ 
   /vom/   [’vóm]    ‘back far’ 
 
   /fe/    [’fei]    ‘cave’ 
   /ve/    [’vei]    ‘so’ 
 
   /filidi/   [fi’lidi]    ‘will plant’ 
   /vilidi/   [vi’lidi]    ‘will do’ 
 
   /fan/   [’fán]    ‘place name’  
   /vand/   [’vánd]    ‘generosity’ 
 
   /safal/   [sa’fal]    ‘rotten’ 
   /saval/   [sa’val]    ‘mushroom’ 
 
   /maf/   [’maf]    ‘shore’ 
   /mav/   [’mav]    ‘spider’ 
 
[f] [w]:  /fal/    [’fal]    ‘ground’ 
   /owal/   [o’wal]    ‘here’ 
 
[v] [w]:  /aval/   [a’val]    ‘rib’ 
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   /uwal/   [u’wal]    ‘heart’ 
 
[th] [d]:  /et/    [’eith]    ‘say’ 
   /ed/    [’eid]    ‘ginger’ 
 
   /aputi/   [a’puthi]    ‘man’s name’ 
   /apud/   [a’pud]    ‘beginning’ 
 
[th] [r]:  /buti/   [’buthi]    ‘in the bush’ 
   /bul/   [’bur]    ‘land’ 
 
   /et/    [’eith]    ‘say’ 
   /el/    [’eir]    ‘bamboo’ 
 
[t] [d]:  /ta/    [’ta]    ‘but’ 
   /da/    [’da]    ‘we two’ 
 
   /ted/   [’teid]    ‘say’ 
   /ded/   [’deid]    ‘later’ 
 
   /tof/    [’tof]    ‘tail’ 
   /adof/   [’adof]    ‘lightning’ 
 
[t] [r]:  /ete/    [e’tei ]    ‘say’ 
   /ele/    [e’rei ]    ‘build’ 
 
[kh] [g]:  /ejak/   [e’jakh]    ‘return’ 
   /ejag/   [e’jag]    ‘laugh’ 
 
[k] [g]:  /kulub/   [ku’lub]    ‘flying fox’ 
   /gulub/   [gu’lub]    ‘neck’ 
 
   /ke/    [’kei ]    ‘arborescent fern’ 
   /ge/    [’g-ei ]    ‘go-SEP’ 
 
   /kalil/   [ka’lil]    ‘woman’s name’ 
   /galib/   [ga’lib]    ‘small’ 
 
[mb] [p]:  /amb/   [’ámb]    ‘banana’ 
   /kapap/   [ka’paph]   ‘lame’ 
 
[mb] [b]:  /ambide/   [’ámbidei ]   ‘door’ 
   /abibid/   [’abibid]    ‘break’ 
 
[mb] [m]: /amb/   [’ámb]    ‘banana’ 
   /em/    [’éim]    ‘house’ 
 
[nd] [d]:  /and/   [’ánd]    ‘thing’ 
   /ad/    [’ad]    ‘hit’ 
 
[ηg] [k]:  /ung/   [’úηg]    ‘nose’ 
   /oki/   [’okhi]    ‘fire’ 
 
[ηg] [g]:  /ung/   [’úηg]    ‘nose’ 
   /sug/   [’sug]    ‘fence piece’ 
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[ηg]  [n]:  /ung/   [’úηg]    ‘nose’ 
   /on/    [’ón]    ‘moon’ 
 
[nd] [t]:  /andal/   [án’dal]    ‘what’ 
   /batan/   [ba’tán]    ‘pumpkin’ 
 
[nd] [n]:  /and/   [’ánd]    ‘thing’ 
   /an/    [’án]    ‘man’ 
 
[i] [e]:  /i/    [’i]     ‘tree’ 
   /e/    [’ei ]    ‘yes’ 
 
   /is/    [’is]     ‘space’ 
   /es/    [’eis]    ‘child’ 
 
   /bidi/   [’bidi]    ‘lie’ 
   /bed/   [’beid]    ‘sore’ 
 
   /sif/    [’sif]    ‘croton’ 
   /seb/   [’sei b]    ‘betel pepper vine’ 
 
   /asin/   [a’sín]    ‘yam’ 
   /asesen/   [’aseséin]   ‘tooth’ 
 
[u] [o]:  /u/    [’u]     ‘he’ 
   /o/    [’o]     ‘or’ 
 
   /ul/    [’ul]    ‘his’ 
   /ol/    [’ol]     ‘firewood’ 
 
   /dun/   [’dún]    ‘eagle’ 
   /don/   [’dón]    ‘place name’ 
 
   /sug/   [’sug]    ‘fence piece’ 
   /sog/   [’sog]    ‘foot’ 
 
 [o] [a]:  /ol/    [’ol]     ‘firewood’ 
   /al/    [’al]    ‘hair, head’ 
 
   /obel/   [o’beil]    ‘there close’ 
   /abel/   [a’beil]    ‘here’ 
 
   /ovol/   [o’vol]    ‘pig’ 
   /aval/   [a’val]    ‘rib’ 
 
   /bob/   [’bob]    ‘shell’ 
   /bab/   [’bab]    ‘father’ 
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   /mo/   [’mo]    ‘put’ 
   /ma/   [’ma]    ‘put’11 

There are also no contrasts between [ph] [w]. The velar nasal only occurs before the velar obstruents 
[k] and [g]. 

                                                           
11 The first is the contingentive aspect while the second is the imperative mood. See Bradshaw (1992). 


